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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s t for camp….

How do YouTubers get paid?
YouTubers get paid through a thing called “Advertising Revenue.”
What this means is that companies will pay YouTube to run their ads on their
website. Then YouTube will pay someone if that person runs the ads on their
channel. So people do not get paid depending on their subscribers, likes, etc.
It’s all about the views to get paid.
So a lot of people ask: “How many views do you have to have to
get paid?” This varies depending on the month, how many minutes
someone viewed, and how many people use adblock. The YouTuber Alan
Becker calculated it over a year, and he counted that he got 0.0007th of a
dollar for every view. Of course, this still varies.
Like I said before, adblock is a big thing that has changed the
money YouTubers get. If all of the viewers on a video used adblock, the
YouTuber wouldn’t get paid at all, because no one watched the ad. That’s
why YouTube Red became a thing, which was YouTube’s counter to adblock,
because it directly supports YouTubers. If you are wondering, YouTube Red is
a system where you can pay monthly to get access to exclusive content,
plus there are no ads, and you get a couple other things.
If you enjoy watching someone on YouTube I recommend not using adblock,
because (most) YouTubers put a lot of time and e ort into their videos, and
a lot of them are trying to use YouTube as their career.
By Jacob D.P.

Phones
Today I wanted to take about something a lot of people have: Phones. Today I
had writers’ block so bear with me! Okay phones. There is many types of phones,
smart phones and un-smart phones. When phones were rst invented, they had one
purpose- calling. Now in 2017 phones aren’t used very much for calling. Mostly
playing games, taking pictures, and texting.
I’m confused with the point of phones now. I seem to be stuck in a time where
phones aren’t used as phones. I’ll even admit that I use my phone more for
Snapchat than for calling people.
One other thing I wanted to touch on was Apple. If you’re not familiar with it,
they are a technology. Very advanced stu if you ask me. I own an iPhone 7, an
Apple watch, and an iPad. If you own any Apple devices you’ll know that Gigabyte's
matter. A lot.
Gigabytes, or Gigs are your storage. They are the capacity of what you can have
on a phone. On the new iPhone 7 you can have up to 256 gigs!! AAAAGH! I have
128. It is a lot.
Besides iPhone 7s and gigabyte capacity, I wanted to wrap this. To be honest,
phones don’t matter. There is much more to life than just phones. I know this
article won’t move you but… maybe just think about what I’ve said. By Anna
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Wedding of the Century

Today after the Junior Musical,
Sophie and Warren tied the knot.
They walked out to the Lion King
song “Can you feel the love
tonight” and Cyrus was the
officiator. Their beautiful vows
were written by P.O.W. and
afterwards everybody
celebrated!Congratulations!!!

The History of emoji’s
The first emoji was created in 1999 in Japan by
Shigetaka Kurita. Kurita made the first 180
emoji’s including the smile, sports objects and
shapes . Kurita had the idea of each emoji by
observing people's facial expressions in the city.
Each emoji that Kurita made was made on a
12x12 pixel grid. People rejoiced when they
could send picture messages to their friends. It’s
now a way to send your feelings or emotions.
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Why is Hufflepuff the best Harry Potter House?

Classroom Spies : OTT/Editor's Desk

Hufflepuff has a reputation for being stupid and a little
boring. However, Nymphadora Tonks is far from boring, and that is
no different from other Hufflepuffs. And, of course, what about Cedric
Diggory? He was as smart as, if not smarter than, Harry. And he is
no exception from the other Hufflepuffs. But otherwise, as the Sorting
Hat said, ‘They are just and loyal/ those patient Hufflepuffs are true
and unafraid of toil,’ So unlike the brave Gryffindors and smart
Ravenclaws and sneaky Slytherins, Hufflepuffs are actually kind.
The Hufflepuffs stayed to fight the Battle of Hogwarts not
because they wanted to be recognised as heroes or wanted fame,
but because they wanted to save their school and their world, for
themselves and others. They did this knowing that they might die or
get badly injured, and that they may lose the war. Personally, I thinks
it’s sad Harry Potter didn’t get Hufflepuff when he was sorted.
-A Harry Potter fan

Hello caapers! It’s the Classroom Spies! We got a suggestion to write
about Editor’s Desk (period 3.) Since OTT is also in period 3 we are
doing a combined article. OTT is period 1,2,3 and Editor’s Desk is only
period 3. OTT is where campers write articles for the newspaper we
receive everyday. OTT stands for Oak Tree Times which is the name of
the newspaper. Campers in the class usually develop columns about
something and write about their topic in the column. For example
our column is writing about di ferent classes. Other columns like
Movie Review would write about movies and review them. Editors
from Editor’s Desk go through OTT articles and make sure there is no
grammar mistakes, no incorrectly spelled words and correct
punctuation. Sometimes when the Editors nished they write articles
of their own. Thanks for reading!

Miniature American Eskimos
You might
recognise this
dog as it is the
same breed of
Gabe The Dog
(#SleepTight
Pupper). If you
didn‛t know Gabe
was a small dog
who would bark so much and make remixes of meme
songs, and normal songs. He died 6 months ago of
cancer. R.I.P Gabe. Anyway, that‛s besides the point,
lemme get into the Eskie. Originating in Germany, the
Miniature American Eskimo, was originally used as a
guard dog or watch dog because of their territorial
trait. Because of their smallness they were mainly a
vocal dog. It was very popular in the United States
during the 1930s and 1940s. These dogs can live up to
12-15 years but can get overweight easily so exercise
is important. They‛re easy to train, and because of
their small size they don‛t frighten small children.
Their size can vary from 9-12 inches to 15-20 inches.
Also, if this is only online then I will announce that I
have started a folder outside called “The Shiba
Nation” so if you like Shiba Inus (look them up they
are the dog in the doge meme or you can get a full
OTT of issue 17 and read my article titled “Shiba
Nation”) then put a small piece of paper in my folder. I
will count trolls as well so at the end of the CAAP year
I will put up how many people put stuff in.
-Random Guy (*0*)

HERBERT THE HEDGEHOG PART 18
“Helena…’’ he whispered sadly. “Helena, come back to
me.”
Helena’s eyes stayed shut. Herbert collapsed next to
his sister, overwhelmed with sadness. He sat there next to
Helena for what seemed like forever. All his family had left
him to be with Helena. Helena, his best friend, his travelling
companion, and his sister. Herbert wouldn’t ever leave her
side.
“Herbert,” a voice whispered. “Herbert, I’m sorry.
She’s gone.” Herbert spun around to find his mother. She
wasn’t looking at Herbert, she was staring at the ground.
“Let’s go home.’’
“NO!” Herbert shrieked. “No! You don’t understand.
You leave. I’m not going anywhere without Helena.” He turned
his back on his mother.
“Herbert, please. I understand, I do, but you need to
understand. Home is safe.” His mother protested gently. “I
love you and Helena, and that is why I must bring you home.”
“I’m not coming,” Herbert said stubbornly, watching
Helena. “She’s not gone yet.”
“Herbert, c’mon. You have to.”
“No! I told you!” Herbert shouted in anger. “I'm Not
leaving my sister!”
Herbert sighed in relief as his mother gave up and
headed back to his siblings. Then he settled down beside
Helena again.
A few hours later, Herbert had dozed off when
Helena’s eyes fluttered open. “Herbert!” she said, her voice
cracking. “Herbert, you stayed.”
“They all thought you were gone. I couldn’t give up
on you. You’re my best friend.” Herbert said.
“You’re mine too. But don’t worry, I’m okay. I might’ve
hurt my paw, but other than that, I just had a big fall.”
“I’m so glad you’re okay.” Herbert said, helping Helena
stand up. Together, they limped away toward the tree where
the other hedgehogs were camped out, happy as could be.
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TAG
Hello people. What good. My name is jonathan Traub. I am nine years old I go to third grade at
Lincoln School. I have two brothers Eli and Eric and they both go here. I got tagged by Timmy
Trotman. I am leaving my third year at creative arts at park. I did go to summer at park for one
year and I hated it. I have classes… basic photo, OTT, ultimate frisbee, mixed media, and general
sports. I like going at outside in my freetime for nine hours. I play travel soccer, rec basketball
and Taekwondo during the school year. Today I will tag Harrison Mayer.

Today was an amazing noontime show featuring the Junior Musical doing “Annie.” The sets were incredible and the
vocals were incredible! And now for some behind the scenes looks at the Junior Musical from the Classroom Spies...
Hello CAAPers! Some people were wondering what happens in Junior Musical, from costume ttings to learning the
songs. You all see the nal product, but do you know all the work that goes into it? Junior Musical is 5th period and is
an amazing class. This year they are doing Annie, which you probably already know. Annie is an amazing musical! On
the rst and second days of camp everyone in the Junior Musical auditions with a 16 measure song, (if not you just
have to cut it) and a monologue. Then everyone gets their parts. After that everyone gets to work, practicing their lines
and learning songs. They practice scenes and learn choreography. At week 3 on Monday, everyone is expected to have
their lines memorized so that they can practice run throughs. At the same time during these two weeks Costumes is
making costumes for every character and making sure it ts. While Stagecraft is making the set!

Friend Central - Famous BFF’s

by : The AnonyMOUSES

Read the clues and fill in the blank letters to make the name of the BFF’s that fit with the clues.
1. FINDING NEMO: These two fish, _ _ _ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _, travel the ocean to try and find Nemo.
2. FROZEN: There is nothing these two sisters, _ _ _ _ and _ _ _, can not overcome (even when ice powers
come in the way).
3. SESAME STREET: This fluffy red friend, _ _ _ _ and his yellow bird companion, _ _ _
_ _ _ _, teach
us something new each day.
4. DORA THE EXPLORER: This little girl, _ _ _ _ and her monkey BFF, _ _ _ _ _, have been on numerous
adventures.
5. SHREK: _ _ _ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _ _ never fail to make us laugh (even when saving princesses).
6. MOANA: _ _ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _ sailed across the ocean to restore the lost heart.
7. DESPICABLE ME: The _ _ _ _ _ _ _ never stop helping _ _ _ achieve his evil goals.
8. CREATIVE ARTS AT PARK: These two amazing women, _ _ _ _ _ and _ _ _, inspire us every to reach our
creative goals. We are so thankful for they run CAAP!

The Bird in The Stairwell
You might have already heard about this but there is a bird in one of the stairwells yesterday July 25th 2017 on Tuesday
and nobody knows how it got in or how long it will be there for but we know that we have to get it out as soon as possible.
Everybody is working on it to get it out it might be out by now but……… if it’s not out by now then we have to take
it to the next level to get that bird out without hurting it in anyway.
Maybe someone with take off a panel on the roof, or someone will leave the door open and the bird with fly away
through the art door that leads to the roof. Does anybody know how that bird got into the building anyway? We are going
to find a way to get that bird out of here without hurting the bird at all.
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“Impossible” Things That Can Happen on Other
Planets
There are some things that are simply not possible on our
planet, so it makes sense that you would think that if it’s
impossible here on Earth, then it has to be impossible
everywhere else in the universe. But that is simply not the case;
the universe is far stranger and mysterious than many of us
believe.
Let’s start with shadows. You and every other living thing
has only one shadow on Earth because our primary (and only)
source of light is the sun. But what if there were two suns? A
planet that orbited two stars would have two sunsets every
evening and everybody would have two shadows. It used to be
science ction until the planet Kepler-16b was discovered,
which is a planet that orbits two di erent stars. If you were
teleported to this planet, you would probably die due to not
having any air to breathe; but, assuming you were teleported
with a suit to help you survive, you would experience having
two shadows.
The next really strange place is a planet that is likely
completely covered in water. The planet, called GJ1214-b, is
the most likely candidate for a hypothetical “ocean planet.” The
planet is many times larger than the Earth and makes the
Paci c Ocean look like a tiny pond in comparison. Even
though water covers 70% of Earth's surface, it only accounts
for 0.05% of the Earth's mass. But water may account for up to
10% of GJ1214-b’s mass! This means that the entire planet is
covered in an ocean hundreds of kilometers deep. Our own
ocean only goes down roughly 11 km, and we already have
terrifying creatures such as (look these up) the Northern
Stargazer or the Angler sh or the Black Dragon sh or giant
whales 39 humans long! So one’s imagination can run wild
with what kind of monsters can lurk inside an ocean so deep.
At the bottom of the ocean, the pressure would be so great, that
the water would turn into a form of ice called Ice 7. This type
of ice is not like normal ice you know on Earth, as it is not
cold, but it remains in solid form. This transformation cannot
happen naturally on Earth, but neither does the next weird
example.
Weather on Earth is often violent and unpredictable, but it
very gentle compared to weather on other planets. For
example, take the planet COROT-7b where instead of raining
water it rains rocks. This is because one half of the planet is
burning hot at 2,600 degrees celsius and the other half is way
cooler at 177 degrees celsius. The hot side is so hot that rocks
are actually vaporized, and just like water on Earth, the “rock
vapor” forms “rock clouds” that then rain down liquid rock or
magma; but because the atmosphere is cooler the higher up the
clouds are, and the temperature on the cold side is much lower,
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then the magma often hardens into rocks before hitting the
ground. But it gets even more bizarre with our next example
The next planet, named HD189773-b, is a little bigger than
Jupiter and has an incredibly beautiful blue hue. But within all
that beauty lies a terrifying secret. The planet's atmosphere looks
this way because it is made up mainly of silicate particles. Winds
on the planet can reach up to 5,400 mph, or seven times the
speed of sound. Temperatures can reach up to 930 degrees
celsius, but most terrifying of all is that the planet actually rains
glass sideways in its 5,400 mph winds. This is so fast, that if a
storm like that happened on Earth, it would travel across the
whole planet at the equator in just over ve hours!
But even this planet fails to beat the strongest, fastest wind
ever recorded in the universe; the wind on the planet
HD189733-b. This is a gas planet with one side always facing
its star where temperatures reach up to 966 degrees celsius. But
the dark side is still very hot at 688 degrees. But how does the
dark side remain so hot? The answer is with extremely fast wind
that reaches up to 22,000 mph! This is nearly 29x the speed of
sound! For comparison, the fastest wind ever recorded on Earth,
recorded during a tornado, was only 301 mph, or 73x less than
the nightmare storm that is raging on HD189733-b right now at
this moment as you read this article.
But perhaps even more bizarre is a place that is much closer
to home, on the Saturnian moon Titan. It is a very strange moon
in the fact that it actually has an atmosphere. The atmosphere is
so thick, that we didn’t know what the surface looked like until
a probe landed there in 2005. If you’re curious, it looks like this:
http://www.beugungsbild.de/huygens/povray/Titan_70km.jpg.
But the strangeness doesn’t stop at the atmosphere. It has rivers,
lakes and it even rains like on Earth, but the temperature is a
bone-shattering -179 degrees celsius. This is so cold, that water
is as hard as rocks and the chemical methane exists in a liquid
form. This means that the clouds, rivers and lakes are made of
liquid methane, which as we all know is the main ingredient in
natural gas. Only 20% of Titan’s surface has been mapped, but
it is estimated that in that area alone, there is hundreds of times
more natural gas than there is on all of Earth.
There are thousands of con rmed exoplanets, and I have
only talked about ve of them. Knowing that really strange and
seemingly impossible things can happen on just ve of those
thousands of planets, it really gets you wondering what is
actually possible.
As camp comes to an end, I am going to give a shout out to
RealLifeLore for inspiring almost all of my articles. Check out his
channel here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP5tjEmvPItGyLhmjdwP7Ww
and get him to two million. All information for this article was taken
from his video, 5 Impossible Things That Can Happen on Other
Planets.
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Interview Abou Globa Warmin !
B : Madiso M.
Again, I greet you! Yikes, that was cheesy…
Anyways, today I am going to interview Becky about
Global Warming, so here we go.
Madison: What do you think about the
current global warming crisis?
Becky: My opinion is that people are very myopic,
which means that they don’t focus on global warming’s future
e fects; they only focus on themselves and the things that
belong to them (their lawn, their home, their money). But if
they actually started to care about future e fects beyond their
lifetime, then they could actually think about the future of
their children and grandchildren and do something to help.
Madison: If you could wish away one
negative effect of global warming, what would
it be?
Becky: One negative e fect of global warming? It
would be the e fects on animal life.
Madison: Do you think that one day
maybe CAAP could have some kind of fundraiser
in order to help global warming?
Becky: I love the idea of campers at CAAP organizing
around issues they feel strongly about. But, like any other
issue, global warming has lots of opinions and beliefs swirling
around it. I hope all of those perspectives would be heard if we
moved ahead with a fundraiser!
THE ABC ADVICE COLUMN
Hello all!!!!!!!! We’re back, we’re back, we’re finally
Back!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! It has been so long since I have felt the
Keys of a computer keyboard under my hands!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Okay. First question. How do I become a good singer? Well. if
you have a good voice than it shouldn’t be a problem. If your
voice is goodish or you used to sing but now you don’t so your
voice is out of practice, than I suggest that you hire a singing
coach so that your voice can get better. And if your voice is
bad but you want it to be good, than I’m sad to say that there
is no hope.
Okay. second question. How can I become a jedi? -Akiva
Simple! Find Yoda!! Yoda will turn you into a jedi just
Fine!!! I know it sounds crazy and ctional but it’s
True!!!! Oh!! One last thing!! I’ve got something to do With
Alphonso. Be right back.
I’m gonna follow them to see what they do. They’re going to the closet. Caroline is closing
the door and locking it. I’m listening in.
Smooch!! Smack!! Smock!! OMG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! They’re kissing!
Oops. I think they heard me. Darn you Beowulf!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Yeah!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! We were having a great time!!!!!!!!!! You can’t just go
and listen in on our personal Business!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
To Be Continued…………………………
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THE PET WIZARD
Today’s Pet Wizard will include one question. I had two questions but I
gave one of them to Lots O’ Pups. The question that I gave to him was…
”What is the smallest dog in the world?” The question that I
will actually be answering is…”What is up with everyone
saying the bees are disappearing?” A class of insecticides are
killing most of them. The class is called “Neonicotinoids.” Also pesticides
are all adding to the toll. Pesticides is poison to insects, and that's why
farmers use it on their crops so insects don't eat the crops. They don't
mean to kill the bees but eventually it gets to them by soaking through
the earth and then getting into plants that they get nectar from. That's
all for now! Todays hashtag is #NOPESTICIDES! -The Pet Wizard

My New Guinea Pigs
One day I went to Edison, and I went to the pet store. I said, “What’s
that?” My mom said, “Stinky guinea pigs.” I said, “They are not
stinky, are they?” She said, “Oh yeah, they are stinky.” But I did not
think it was was stinky, so my mom got two for me. When I got
home, poop! They pooped. Not nice. So I took them to the vet right
away. The doctor said, “Oh, they poop alot. That’s why people do
not get them.” I took them back. The worst day ever.

The alien in kansas
Hey peeps. Right now I will right about the alien in Kansas. The
alien in Kansas is one of the most deadly aliens in the world.
He roams around stores at night and lures people’s houses
close to his unnatural body. Five years ago the alien in Kansas
disappeared over 90 people. Sometimes people can not go
out of their houses because they are too afraid. The mayor
of Kansas is trying to fix this problem. Two weeks ago he
said, ‘’This is a big problem and we need to fix it.” The mayor
of kansas is wrong the alien in kansas defeats all the people
in kansas. The end .
-Jonathan Traub

The History of Google
Google first began as a research
project for two friends at
Stanford university. There names
were Larry Page and Sergey Brin.
When they first met they didn’t like each other very
much. But later they started to become friends. And
then guess what happened? They created google! The
famous Google that has email, drive, and you can
search anything! Together they started Google as a
project for school. A fews years later the first
funding was financed in 1996 by Andy Bechtolsheim.
Then in 1998 on September 4th it was founded. And
ever since thousands of people have been using it. (I
used it to get this information!). Thanks for Reading!
Bye. (Here’s the big reveal of who is writing some of
these.
-Liana Min
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